Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 15-16

In a year full of uncertainty, there is lots to look back on. What is one thing you’re thankful for that happened in 2020? #BattarTogether

@alibaileys on Instagram

Today at 9 a.m. ET, Huawei's @mohamedmadkour and Paul Scanlan will be joined by industry experts @Gebuk of @Heavy_Reading and @DavePen of Syngene Media to discuss 5G’s use cases and its impact on the ICT industry. Register now tinyurl.com/5gwebinar

WEBINAR: THE FUTURE OF 5G
Wednesday, December 16, 9:00 a.m. ET

Will the Huawei WEAR app work in the US?

#TechTuesday Q: Will the Huawei WEAR app work in the US?
#AskHuaweiUSA
Q: How do Huawei watches have such a long-lasting battery?

A: It's a combination of efficient hardware and software optimization.

Q: What is the difference between HUAWEI TruSleep tracking and ordinary sleep tracking?

A: HUAWEI TruSleep tracking provides more detailed and accurate sleep analysis.

Q: Can doctors access my health data from a smart watch?

A: Yes, if you grant them access through your device's settings.

Q: Are Huawei wearables secure? Don't they collect a lot of personal data?

A: Yes, we prioritize user privacy and have strong security measures in place.
TechTuesday Q: How do I activate the voice-enabled features on the GENTLE MONSTER glasses, and when do I will it respond to everything anyone says?

TechTuesday Q: Can I get GENTLE MONSTER glasses in the US?
TechTuesday Q: Do I need a Huawei phone if I were to get the GENTLE MONSTER glasses? 

TechTuesday Q: I saw Huawei made glasses with GENTLE MONSTER – are these like google glass or are the just glasses? 

TechTuesday Q: For people who have never owned a wearable, do you have any advice on how to pick them?
The holidays are upon us – are there any wearables you’d recommend giving as a gift?

It’s time! Tim Danks is answering your wearable Q’s right now.

Digital education is for everyone. Here’s how Ian and his team are building a new future with an old cargo container. Discover the people who made a difference.

Who are Huawei?

Get to where you need to go this holiday season with TomTom.
His greatest challenge became his greatest motivation to help children with low vision. Meet Jin Bihui. #SeasonOfGiving

Who are the people behind the company that started in 1987? Discover the stories behind the breakthroughs that made Huawei into what it is...

The holidays are a time for dreaming big. Join the #GhostofGadgetsPast as we walk through the ways smart home technology went from seemingly impossible to a reality. #TechForward

The world of mobile is growing quickly. Take a look at some of the existing patents Huawei filed this year for a taste of what's to come.

But in between those highly anticipated product launches, research and development teams are dreaming up new features that will change the game.
What's the big deal about 5G? Tune in today at 9 a.m. ET to hear our very own Paul Scanlan, Dr. Mohamed Madkour and other thought leaders, David Pringle and Gabriel Brown, discuss the future of the technology. [https://tinyurl.com/yytw53jv](https://tinyurl.com/yytw53jv)

"With a stronger network, ideas become more powerful, resources become more valuable." —Keyu Jin, London School of Economics Professor of Economics.

Watch th... See More
Give the gift of connection this holiday season. #LoveConnectsAll

Love is the strongest connection
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